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ABSTRACT

This study presents a multimodal analysis of selected placards from the ‘Aurat March’ 2018 of Pakistan. For the purpose of in-depth analysis, two placards depicting two educated women have been explored. The study is exploratory and uses Royce’s framework of intersemiotic complementarity for the analysis. The findings suggest that placards are definitely more than the pieces of material resources they are constructed of. They carry in themselves various linguistic and other semiotic meanings which create a strong message in the placards.
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1. Introduction

Placards have evolved as a potential and accepted norm for the manifestation of freedom of speech; they are used as striking visual/verbal props in the marches, chantings, and etc. (Bowcher, 2007). In the street demonstrations of ‘Aurat March’ in Pakistan, placards have evolved as a direct visual expression of disagreement with patriarchy. ‘Aurat’ is an Urdu word for Woman. Therefore, ‘Aurat March’ means ‘Women’s March. Since 2018, the celebration of International Women’s day has taken a giant leap radically. Thousands of women, men and transgender people of different age groups, from various ethnic, social, religious and regional groups join the march in several cities in Pakistan. Since it was the first of its kind of convening street demonstration, so it used novel placards with interesting visual and verbal messages. These placards in ‘Aurat March’ are used as a visual form of protest against the patriarchal mindset towards women in Pakistan, conveying visual messages of confrontation. They are taken as an expressive mode of right to freedom of speech lauded and as well as loathed by some sections of society. Nevertheless, placard designers have been making them to deliver a strong message in ‘Aurat March’. Their content is direct and detailed on an issue related to women in Pakistan. People, who take part in the Aurat march, hold them physically.
In this regard, the current study aims to decipher their meaning both at verbal and visual level. This paper examines two such placards used in Aurat March 2018 by using Royce’s (2007) framework. The paper explores how placards multimodally portray a complex message; which cohesively resonates with the objectives of the demonstration of Pakistani Aurat march agenda.

In 1975, United Nations announced 8\textsuperscript{th} March as International Women’s Day in order to promote the goals of eradicating discrimination, granting economic, social, cultural, political, and equal legal protection to women. In 1979, United Nations General Assembly adopted an international bill of rights for women- Conventions on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination Against Women (CEDAW). In 1996, Pakistan endorsed CEDAW to take a national action to end inequality between women and men and ensure parity in all phases of life.

Broadly, Pakistani women’s movements can be categorized into four waves (Saigol and Chaudhary 2020). Former three waves concentrated on challenging the public, social and legal sphere. However, the current fourth wave came forward as opposite to the past practices. It instead embarked on a drastic turn in the feminist panorama in Pakistan. It challenged and critiqued the sanctified private domain of the family, community, and society and thus initiated an completely fresh chapter in feminist struggles (Saigol and Chaudhary 2020).

The first wave taps back into pre-partition of India era during the nationalist struggle for the creation of Pakistan. The religious and nationalist struggles legitimized the coming out of women from homes into streets. But this emergence served somehow to the fundamental patriarchal cause and consequently didn’t challenge the gendered role division. The eminent women leaders hailed from ruling families of the time and focused on the welfare and development issues which reinforced the idea of women as a nurturer for the women who are less fortunate. They worked for matters such as rehabilitation of refugees, education, health and income generation activities for poor women (Saigol and Chaudhary 2020).

Second wave of feminism witnessed the role of Sindhyani Tehreek and Women Action Forum’s activism. Although, this decade of the 1980s has been believed as a confrontational phase as it opposed the ‘state’s attempts to reconstitute and reorder social, economic and political structures in line with a facile ideology of Islamization articulated by a regime in search of legitimacy’ (Saigol and Chaudhary 2020). These women were studied from western universities and were the founders of Women’s Action Forum (WAF) (Batool et al, 2018). This wave challenged the anti- women policies which targeted women’s emancipation in the social order of the country. However, it may be noted that this phase, radical in its own way, left the private sphere of women unattended. The main focus remains fixated on the public compass of politics and economics. The third wave also took on board the public sphere that draws on the legal interventions made to empower women in political dynamics.

Contrary to the former three waves, the fourth wave touched the new horizons in Pakistan and is termed as a’ critical moment for feminists struggles around bodily rights and sexual autonomy’ (Rehman 2019). March 2018, ‘Aurat March’ launched a new phase in activism that seeks to radically transform the social, economic, political and cultural milieu in which patriarchy is lived and practiced. ‘Aurat March’ in 2018 was originally organized under the ‘Hum Aurtein’ (We, the women) banner. This, later on, evolved in street demonstrations now in various cities of Pakistan. These marches are held in the autonomous capacity of feminists and separate from ties with any
corporate, non-governmental or political party; aiming to raise voice for a socially just and equitable society. Women marching on the roads from across the Pakistan to regain their space in private and public spheres of course challenged the social and religious fabric of the country and religious scholars, politicians and good number of general Pakistani men condemned it (Azeem, 2019).

It is also pertinent to mention the potential indicators which enabled the emergence of ‘Aurat March’ of the fourth wave of feminism in Pakistan. One such indicator can be understood by looking at the Gender Gap Report by the World Economic Forum. In 2018, Pakistan was categorized as the second worst country in gender gap. Even women at work place seem to have been receiving the worst treatment (Azeem, 2019). This, among others were the reasons women came out to protest on the streets in the big cities initially (Batool et al, 2018). As an overall picture, 2018 Aurat March faced severe criticism particularly it was ridiculed since it was organized by the elite and upper middle women without any representation of women from other classes or other segments of the society. Nevertheless, this movement initiated raising consciousness among the common people and to alter the approaches of people (Asher, 2020). Later on, 2019, 2020 and 2021 Aurat March, attracted much bigger crowds with wide classes of women participating in it.

In all these marches, placards have been used as an important intersemiotic devices to propagate the message of the march. The current study undertakes two placards from 2018 ‘Aurat March’ to study in details the motives of Aurat March.

2. Literature Review

Meaning in communication is not limited to words alone. It can be constructed through a variety of visual, aural, behavioral and other codes’ too (Hodge and Kress, 1988; p. vii). Keeping in view this broader perspective, multimodal analysts have been doing work on various modes of expressions beyond the mode of language. Kress and van Leeuwen (2006, 2001) have done considerable work on images from posters, school course books, children’s books, and artwork. On the other hand, O’Toole (1995, 1994) has studied forms of art. Other research has been looking at analyzing page-based multimodal texts. Such studies have analyzed multimodal cohesion through the framework of intersemiotic complementarity as proposed by Royce (2007a). Some have interpreted the multimodal page through SFL theory (Matthiessen, 2007). Apart from art, both page based and digital children’s texts and educational texts have been studied in terms of educational registers and the role of multimodality in teaching and learning practices (e.g. Ferreira, 2007; Guo, 2004; Guijarro and Sanz, 2009; Mohan et al., 2007)

In contrast to these frameworks, some other methods have also been used such as genre analyses and corpus-based approaches for researching paper based and electronic newspapers, printed advertisements, and other types of texts (e.g. Baldry and Thibault, 2005; Bateman et.al 2007, Cheong, 2004). For placards specifically, some of the multimodal analysis of text and placards has drawn upon the Systemic Functional Linguistic (SFL) framework (Dunmire, 2009; Thompson and White, 2008). For instance, Agebedo (2012) conducted a qualitative study following Hallidays’ SFL on the placards displayed over the civil protest in Nigeria over Fuel Subsidy Crisis. The data was drawn from an electronic edition of Nigerian newspapers. It was analyzed following the analytical procedure of context stratum. Bright (2018) conducted a multimodal analysis of selected placards from the bring back our girls campaign discourse on twitter.
However, largely the scope of such studies is limited to the visual. Not many studies have explored the visual and verbal modes’ intersemiotic semantic relationship. In other words, it remains yet to be done to explain that what characteristics make multimodal text visually–verbally coherent. In this vein, Royce (2007a) has introduced descriptive framework which can analyze a multimodal text both at the verbal and visual modes of communication. It vividly shows how visual and verbal modes complement to project meaning. This is said to be intersemiotic complementarity (Royce 2007a) which is used in the current study.

Royce’s framework of Intersemiotic complementarity is based in the systematic Functional Linguistic view of language as ‘social semiotic’ (Halliday 1977) for its theoretical foundation. To understand its foundation, next section briefly discusses Halliday’s views on language and the kinds of meanings it can propose.

Michael Halliday developed Systemic functional linguistics (SFL) as a model of grammar in the 1960s. It analyzes language as a social-semiotic of communicative meaning-making by taking a functional approach to grammar. Language and interaction are defined by context and this model seeks to show how contextual meaning is expressed in grammar. Halliday (1978, pp.16, 21, 27-29, & 109) sees language in four angles: functional in terms of what it can do or what can be done with it, semantic it that it is used to make meanings, contextual in that meanings exchanged are influenced by their social and cultural situations, and semiotic in that it is a process of making meanings (Bowcher 2012).

Halliday also identifies meanings of three kinds which are expressed in human language as a whole. It forms the basis of the semantic organization of all-natural languages (Halliday, 1985). These are: Ideational metfunctions (resource for the representation of our experience of the world that is around us and inside us). Interpersonal metfunctions, which portrays the meaning as a form of action between the speaker or writer and the listener or reader. Textual metfunction, which is the resource for maintaining ‘relevance to the context: both the proceeding (and following) text, and context of situation’. (Halliday, 1985, p.53).

In these three metfunctions, the reader or the spectator understands first the processes, their participants, and the circumstances, as well as relationship between one process and another; one participant and another participant if any in the same image/text. In the next step, the reader focuses on the speech functions that weather it is makes an offer, provides statements, asks questions or commands, as well as the attitudes and judgments embodied; lastly, the reader constructs the totality of the message, its relevance to the context to which it belongs, as well as the coherence in the text overall.

To cover this, Royce brings visual and the verbal modes in intersemiotic way. The next section discusses Royce’s framework in more detail.

Royce’s framework of intersemiotic complementarity (IC) (Royce, 1998, 1999, 2007a) builds on Kress and van Leeuwen’s wrok (1996), O’Toole’s studies (1994) and Halliday and Hasan’s (1976) model of cohesion. This model proposes that IC relates to the semantic space that is ‘synergistically’ constructed when these different modes co-occur (Royce, 1999). Intersemiotic complementarity is essentially a description of multimodal coherence.
Halliday’s (1985) three metafunctions: the ideational, the interpersonal, and the textual come as the represented participants, the interactive participants, and the visual’s coherent structural elements in Royce’s framework. Royce’s framework has modified Halliday’s term textual to compositional. Because compositional creates more coherent intersemiotic message of the two modes Visual and verbal metafunctional interface.

This paper focuses on Aurat march-2018 placards. They are placard based multimodal text. Researchers have used Royce’s (2007a) framework of IC for the analysis. This framework specifies a format of analyzing how visual and verbal resources interact to draw out an internally interconnected message.

3. Methodology

This study is qualitative. It adopted a multimodal approach. The data used for the study draws from 2 placards used in 2018 Aurat March. These were selected from the Facebook pages run by the individual organizers and Aurat March pages in 2018. Over 100 protest pictures with the protesters carrying different placards posted during March 2018 were downloaded. Out of these, a total of 02 placards which portrayed educated women were selected and subjected to a multimodal analysis. This was achieved using insights from Royce’s (2007a) Intermitotic Complementarity Analysis (See table 1)

- The current study firstly labels the visual message elements, then the verbal elements of the text. Later on, it moves to see how are these intersemiotically linked. This is done by examining the categories in terms of process, participant and circumstance. This stage generates a general understanding of the worldview through the linguistic and visual structures.
- Having done the first part of cycle, the social relations between the viewer and the visual were analyzed.
- Finally, compositional features were taken account of in order to understand the structural coherence. It mainly deals with the lay out of the ideational and interpersonal elements. This phase also probes investigation in how a particular cultural and ideological the world view is constructed as a whole.
4. Findings

4.1 Identifying ideational features

4.1.1 Visual and Verbal Features

This is the step of analysis. This requires identifying the represented participants (whether living or non-living), the processes of action (who or what is acting on what or how), the circumstances motivating the action (these could be concerned with the setting or the actors involved, or the participants who are not involved in a direct way), and the features (the qualities and characteristics of the participants) (Royce, 2007, pp. 67–70).

The main visual represented participant in placard A is a woman. Her attributes which are marks of injuries speak about the domestic violence. She seems to have been beaten and has suffered badly physical injuries. Her eyes seem to speak about the hurt she has felt. Another visual participant is her own picture: A picture within a picture. She is shown in a convocation gown indicating towards her University graduation. The background circumstances in the picture are flowers in the frame of the picture and the red color in the background hint towards love and the beauty that she might have expected in her married life. Her story about the physical injuries, want for love and care, and the past of education get unfolded into a story when we focus on the verbal ideational features.
Placard A

The verbal ideational happens on two levels: first is above her head and the top of the placard. And the next is a sentence below her picture. On the top of her is written ‘Akhir Kab Tak’ in Urdu which can be translated as ‘Untill when’. The text below the picture is ‘Men Seeriyoon sey girti rahoon gi?’ in Urdu and it can be translated as ‘will I keep falling down the stairs?’ To accentuate this message, we need to focus on the flowery border and the color red. Red color symbolizes marriage and wedding. Flowers portray the tenderness and the delicacy. Altogether, this placard builds up a story of a married woman who is also a university graduate. A woman who had dreams of marriage being a loving and caring relationship. She seems to be a victim of domestic violence. Traditionally, many women in eastern society hide if they get beaten in order to keep the honor of family intact and also sometimes to not upset the parents. Intersemiotically, both visual and verbal parts play meronomy. Meronomy refers to the part of the whole of something. The verbal and visual messages are parts of each other and together construct the whole reality.

Placard B:

Visually, the main represented participant in placard B is a woman. Her attributes- white apron and a stethoscope- sketch her as a doctor. She has neat eyebrows and outlook. There are six more participants in the image. They are present in this placard only with their hand and an arm. They play antagonist of the main character. They represent the society. The circumstances- hands on her mouth- seem to be giving suggestion/call to the main participant of shutting up, stop or suppress. These arms have verbal ideational features. Five of the hands have a question which will be discussed in the next paragraph which discusses the verbal features in this placard. The main participant-a doctor seems in social dilemma due to the questions of society on her personal and professional life and choices she makes.

The verbal features in this placard are five questions and one factual statement. They are numbered 1-3 from the right and 4-6 from the left.

1. Will you do/continue job after getting married? (Shadi ke baad nokri tau nai karogi?)
2. 85000 female doctors not working!
3. How would you look after your children along with job? (Naukri ke sath bache kaisey sambhalogi?)

4. Will you stay out of home for overnights duties? (Poori raat bahar rahogi?)

5. You are a woman. So, why don't you specialize in gynecology? (Aap ladies hen. Gyane Q nai karleten?)

6. In future you have to cook meals/ prepare lunches-dinners? Why are you studying so much? (Itna kiya parhna. Aage ja kar rotiyan hee pakani hen?)

Placard B

Three of the questions (1, 3, 6) directly question the managing marriage and profession together. They play meronomy. Altogether, these questions tend to display the conservative social mindset which takes degree as an eye catcher for good marriage proposals. They look at marriage the end goal for a woman. For a woman who has degree in medicine should not continue her professional pursuits because her primary role is that of nurturer of her immediate family. Looking after children and making food is the primary care she has to provide. Or in other words, these questions tend to create an impression that studying for a professional degree is a waste of time since future of a female doctor is also to be efficient home maker who cooks and raises children.

Next question is number 4. It raises the concern regarding the social mobility of women and the associated questions of honor and safety for her. It poses the question that ‘Will you stay out for overnight duties?’ In other words, it is to make her reconsider her choice about the pursuit of career as it will involve night duties which will be problematic for her. Then comes the final question (5) (You are a woman. So, why don’t you specialize in gynecology?). It implies a way out for her which technically delimits the choices for a female medical doctor. It recommends that if a woman wants to be a doctor she should pursue to be a gynecologist. The implied meaning is culturally constructed and can be that being a woman she can be with female patients. Altogether, these questions seem to force her to reconsider her choices or feel guilt. Lastly, the affirmative statement (02) (85,000 females doctors not working!) comes reinforcing the above story that the reason 85000 lady doctors aren’t working is enough to say marriage and medical profession are antithesis to each other. Lastly, there is a statement (02) (85000 female doctors not working!) comes as a factual reminder that the
status of female doctors that 85,000 of them do not pursue medical profession. This number comes as a further indictor for her to make decision about pursuing the career or not!

4.2 Identifying Interpersonal Intersemiotic Complementarity

Interpersonal meaning deals with the ‘a social exchange of meanings’ in a text (Halliday, 1985, p. 11). Researchers took modality, address, power relations, and social distance as the parameters of analysis in this category. Modality is understood in terms of the believability or ‘truth’ of the features portrayed at the visual level (Kress and van Leeuwen, 2006, pp. 154). In placard A, woman’s image seems quite believable. Her tortured body and pain in eyes speak about the turmoil in her soul. Placard B, portrays a lady doctor with 6 hands stifling her mouth. These hands are metaphorically depicting the attitudes of society. Since these notions are prevalent very commonly in Pakistani society so this placard is believable.

From the perspective of social distance, involvement and address, Placard A is a picture within a picture; frame within a frame. One woman intricately presents two identities of hers which are in conflict with each other. This placard involves audience directly into the action by putting up an address of a question to them about her respite?

On the contrary, placard B is a closeup of the woman. She isn’t directly putting up a question to the spectator but rather seems stifled and confused due to the questions raised to her. The eyes of women are directly looking into the eyes of spectator so that the level of engagement with the viewer is high. There is no further action happening in the background. In both the placards, the mouth of the main character is forcefully shut. The helplessness in the eyes of the main characters makes the viewer think and partake in the action that what could be the solution. From the power relation perspective, the placard designer has brought the women in Placard A as divided in two contrasting identities of hers and text is main. Verbal and Visual features are crossing each other in opposite directions. Both working women are unable to do good for themselves in spite of being educated. Action in both is changed into tense due to the verbal tension.

4.3 Compositional Intersemiotic complementarity

Different kinds of meanings can be constructed through a various discourse frameworks which enable creating our understanding of social reality they denote (Ramakrishnan 2012). Compositional intersemiotic complementarity deals with the way the various semiotic modes compositionally correspond on the page with each other to present a coherent layout or composition (Kress and van Leeuwen, 2006, pp. 175).

Contextually, these placards portray the attitudes of demonstrators towards what a woman suffers. Since these demonstrations majorly take place in big cities, so they also depict the problems an educated woman undergoes. Compositionally, Placard, has three divisions: upper part, middle part and the bottom. The middle part takes up the most space but verbally, the upper part comes out as dominant since it has the largest font. The questions come as loud and guides the spectator to see the picture critically. While Placard B, compositionally is taking all action in the middle part. The lady doctor and the society’s emerging questions are all centrally laid to emphasize the helplessness and involve the spectator.

5. Conclusion

This study aimed to explore the meanings built through the placards used in the ‘Aurat
March’ 2018. Overall, these selected placards portray the issue of women who in spite of education suffer the domestic violence and social pressure. Some of the prominent themes ‘Aurat March’ is organized are women empowerment, gender equity in society gender-based violence at home, in public spaces, at workplaces, and violence against women’s bodies. The placards taken in the analysis in the current study also portray visually and verbally these issues. As Bowcher (2012) believes that placards have transformed into a promising and accepted norm for the expression of freedom of speech so does this paper concludes that in Pakistani ‘Aurat March’ too they use striking visual/verbal messages. This study is limited to the analysis of two placards which represent the educated section of women. However, future research studies may take more placards and also explore analysis on placards which represent women of myriad backgrounds and has multiple other issues.
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